Directions to BMW Car IT GmbH – Moosacherstr. 86

By car

From the airport:
- Follow signage to Munich until motorway junction Neufahrn
- Turn to motorway A9 in direction to Munich and take exit "M - Frankfurter Ring"
- Continue straight for about three kilometers until Moosacher Straße 86 (just before Hotel Leonardo)
- Turn right and drive to the end of the H2O building
- The garage entry is on the right
- Ring the bell and select "BMW Car IT GmbH"

From the west (direction from Stuttgart):
- Keep right at the fork to continue on A99, follow signs for Salzburg/A8/München-Ost/Messe/Deggendorf/A92/Flughafen/Nürnberg/A9/Österreich/Italien
- Take exit 10-München-Ludwigsfeld for B304 toward München-Ludwigsfeld/München-Zentrum/Dachau/Karlsfeld
- Follow B304 to Moosacher Str.
- Continue straight in direction A8/Salzburg
- Turn left just before Hotel Leonardo
- Drive to the end of the H2O building
- The garage entry is on the right
- Ring the bell and select "BMW Car IT GmbH".

From the garage:
- Enter the garage with your car, turn right and go straight to the end
- "BMW Car IT" parking lots are marked with a sign
- Park your car
- Go to the stairway which is right next to where you entered with the car
- Take the elevator to the fourth floor
- Ring the bell

By public transport

From the airport:
- Take local train S1 or S8 and exit at stop "Marienplatz"
- Change to underground line U3 in direction to "Moosach"
- Exit at stop "Oberwiesenfeld"

From the main station by public transport:
- Take underground line U2 in direction to "Feldmoching" or "Harthof"
- Exit at stop "Scheidplatz" and change to underground line U3, direction "Moosach"
- Exit at stop "Oberwiesenfeld"

From station "Oberwiesenfeld":
- Go to the main entrance of the H2O building
- Walk straight through the patio, passing the fountain
- Enter the building through the revolving door
- Take the elevator to the fourth floor
- Ring the bell